
PC100 Track Pride Medi-Track is manufactured from extruded aluminum alloy 6063-T5, 
1 3/8"(34mm) x .75"(20mm) with a minimum wall thickness 
of .062"(1.6mm). Finish is satin clear anodized. 
We recommend suspended mountings where ceilings are high. 
PC100 comes in 16' lengths.

PC105 Track (same as above) Cut to measure. (priced up to next foot)
PC190 90° Curve All  90° corner bends are fabricated in our facility, with a 12"(305mm) radius. (4' run)             
PC145 45° Curve All  45° corner bends are fabricated in our facility, with a 12"(305mm) radius. (4' run)             
PC200 Carrier : All Pride Medi-Track carriers have axles and wheels produced from virgin nylon and are assembled
to the nickel plated brass bead chain and hook. The nickel plated brass hook is more durable than other aluminum 
hooks commonly used in other products. This carrier features a self-lubricating axle/wheel combination. 

PC200N Carrier :Break Away Safety Carrier with Nylon Hook is compatible with
Pride Medi-Track (Hospital Track). Hook pulls away with approximately 7 pounds of pressure applied.
Hook can be reinserted by snapping the ball head back into the body of the carrier without removing the
 carrier from the track. No metal parts in this carrier - all nylon. Ideal for high risk areas.

PC300 The PC300 is a popular and economical stopper.
End Cap It does not have the carrier gate feature.

PC400 Track hardware may consist of the carrier gate assembly with a 
Carrier carrier stop and carrier gate for use at all curtain stacking points.
Gate with With the PC400, it is easy to add or remove carriers.
Endstop

PC500 This 6" splice is used where a one piece installation
Splice is not possible.

PC600 Suspension Same as thePC500, but used to join 2 suspended
Splice (same as above) tracks. 12" length.

PC2063 Made of 100% Nylon. PC3063 Ceiling flange with screws
Wall Aluminum in colour. Ceiling is made of 100% Nylon.
Bracket Recommended also Flange Aluminum in colour.

for suspended tracks. This is a circular flange.

PC4063 Bottom Flange Insert PC7063 Suspension Rod
Winged tension 100% brushed aluminum 1" tubing
flange that fits cut to your specifications.
into the PC7063
Suspension Rod.

    CALL OR FAX FOR A QUOTE ON PRIDE MEDI-TRACK COMPONENTS: 

    Tel:  1-800-265-6312   Fax: 1-800-807-2292
    email: carriagehouse@prideofparis.com

        There are absolutely no returns on any custom cut track or suspension tube unless it is our error. Wholesale prices F.O.B. our warehouse. Taxes and Freight extra.
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